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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Gender:

here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, our planet "Earth" from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect here = 13/41 & 21/44)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQadarin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in our planet "Earth," from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect now again here = 13/41 & 21/44)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================
So now, let us clearly see here these most Essential and exclusive
(basically identical) two Verses,
in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
in this most specific respect, above,
first of all, now here thus:

first of all, now here thus:
==========
41 And do they not see that We control "the Earth"
and "reducing it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha).
......... For HE is Swift in Reckoning!
44 ...... So will they not see that We control "the Earth"
and "reducing it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha).
......... So are they the Prevailers?

QURAN TESTAMENT,

13, Verse No. 41
Chapter No. 21, Verse No. 44
Chapter No.

==========
So, essentially due to its specific (oblatespheroid: i.e. flattened at the poles) shape,
and also rotational speed and gravity, from the very beginning,
the polar radius (=i.e. direct distance from south or north pole
to the inner center of "the Earth" is = 6356.8 km
*so we will take it into account here in perfect round number rightfully as:
polar radius =6357 km,
and
polar diameter =6357 x 2 =

12714 km,

and please, certainly note that
it is thus specifically in a "reduced" state,
relative to this equatorial radius (=i.e. direct distance from west or east sphere
to the inner center of "the Earth" which is = 6378.1 km
*so we will take it into account here in perfect round number rightfully as:
equatorial radius =6378 km,
and
equatorial diameter =6378 x 2 =

12756 km,

___________________________________________________
*So please, absolutely note that
the polar radius is thus specifically "21" km reduced state
relative to that equatorial radius above
= (6378

 6357

=

"21" km),

and thereby, also the polar diameter is thus specifically
relative to that equatorial diameter above
= (12756

 12714

=

"42" km

reduced state

"42" km),

due to the Fact that our LORD

ALLAH thus constantly keeps our planet Earth

in such a specifically reduced state from/on its (polar)ends (=atrafiha)
(*by constantly flattening out those lands on north or/and south polarregions therein,
especially due to the constant rotation speed of the Earth, even from the very beginning, therein)
as it has strongly been emphasized in those most Essential and exclusive
(basically identical) two Verses (="13

41"

&

"21 44"),

in this respect above, in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, in the very first place,
___________________________________________________

by this most Wise and perfect "Creation Design" of our One and Only LORD

ALLAH,

from the very beginning.
NASA, Earth Fact Sheet
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/earthfact.html
*And we should also absolutely watch and see this simple and clear demonstration
in this very short but essentially informative video here
which shows how an oblatespheroid object (like our planet Earth) is constantly kept
in such a "reduced" state on its polar ends,
now here:
University of Michigan, Physics Demonstration Lab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tctr8CIMOZA

So now, here are those most Essential and exclusive
two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers above,
in which
those (specifically and constantly kept) in a "reduced" state (polar)ends of "the Earth"
have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Emphasized by our Supreme
above (="13

41"

&

LORD therein

"21 44")

now here, together with those most specific
polar "diameter" & equatorial "diameter" of "the Earth" above:

V

V

(=12714 km

&

"reduced" state

=12756 km),
"nonreduced" state

and then also together with those most specific
polar "radius"
&
equatorial "radius" of "the Earth" above:

V
(=6357 km

V
&

"reduced" state

in such a "Most

=6378 km),
"nonreduced" state

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect Manner,

now here thus:
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_____________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
these basically identical two Statements
in/of these most Essential and exclusive two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers

(13/41) & (21/44),

in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

13 / Verse No. 41

Chapter No.

21 / Verse No. 44

V

V

A walam yaraw

A fala yarawna

Anna natiy alArda

Anna natiy alArda

"nanqusuha" min atrafiha.

"nanqusuha" min atrafiha.

....waHUWA Sareeu alHisaab.

..fahum algaliboon?

ﺍﻭﻝﻡ ﻱﺭﻭﺍ
ﺍﻥﺍ ﻥﺍﺕﻯ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
ﻡﻥ ﺍﻁﺭﺍﻑﻩﺍ
ﻥﻥﻕﺹﻩﺍ
ﻭ ﻩ ﻭ ﺱ ﺭ ﻱ ﻉ ﺍ ﻝ ﺡ ﺱ ﺍ ﺏ....

ﺍﻑﻝﺍ ﻱﺭﻭﻥ
ﺍﻥﺍ ﻥﺍﺕﻯ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
ﻡﻥ ﺍﻁﺭﺍﻑﻩﺍ
ﻥﻥﻕﺹﻩﺍ
ﻑ ﻩ ﻡ ﺍ ﻝ ﻍ ﻝ ﺏ ﻭ ﻥ..

And do they not see that

So will they not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from itsends.
....And

We control the earth
"reducing it" from itsends.

HE is Swift in Reckoning!

..So are they the prevailers?

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

48

45

=

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

2981

=

in total

3850

=

in total

____________________________________________
*Please, absolutely note that in the above Verses:
A "wa"lam yaraw

A "fa"la yarawna

Anna natiy alArda
"nanqusuha" min atrafiha.

Anna natiy alArda
"nanqusuha" min atrafiha.

...."wa"HUWA Sareeu alHisaab!

.."fa"hum algaliboon?

we have thus rightfully taken them into account
in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,

for/within those (basically identical) very first Statements above,

for/within those (basically identical) very first Statements above,
and then for/within those
in exact opposite sense (perfectly parallel) very final Statements above.

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
And do they not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from its(polar)ends.
....And

HE is Swift in Reckoning!
(=13 41)

So will they not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from its(polar)ends.
..So are they the prevailers?

(=21 44)
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

Verse Chapter

21

44

12714

12756

41

13

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

again
reduced

Letters G.Value

48 2981
*

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

12714

12756

km

km

>

G.Value Letters

3850 45
<

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

============
And then
============

reduced

Chapter Verse

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

()

(+)

Verse Chapter

21

44

00042

00042

41

13

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

again
reduced

Letters G.Value

48 2981
*

>

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

()

(+)

00042

00042

km

km

G.Value Letters

3850 45
<

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

___________________________________
*Please, certainly note that
we have thus rightfully emphasized
the essential difference in this specific manner below
between the polar diameter and the equatorial diameter,
for/in that second Case, above:

12756 ()"00042" = 12714

&

12714 (+)"00042" = 12756

km

km

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,
for/in both instances, therein above.
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« Reply #18 on: July 05, 2016, 11:03:43 PM »

And now, we will also rightfully take into account here
exclusively and only those (basically identical) very first Statements
in those above Verses,
in such a "Most
now here thus:

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect Manner, again,

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
And do they not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from its(polar)ends.
............................................
............................................

(=13 41)
So will they not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from its(polar)ends.
............................................
............................................

(=21 44)
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

Verse Chapter

13

41

12714

12756

44

21

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and
reduced

nonreduced

Letters G.Value

polar radius

equatorial radius

35 2606

06357

06378

km

km

*

>

G.Value Letters

2522 35

19
19

<

=

x...

=

x...

*

============
And then
============

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

()

(+)

Verse Chapter

13

41

00042

00042

44

21

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

Letters G.Value

35 2606
*

reduced

nonreduced

polar radius

equatorial radius

()

(+)

00021

00021

km

km

>

G.Value Letters

2522 35
<

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

_________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that
due to the Fact that we have rightfully taken into account here
(not the "whole" but instead) exclusively and only those (basically identical) very first Statements
in those above Verses,
thereby we have rightfully taken into account
(not the "diameter" but instead) the polar radius and the equatorial radius,
for/within those related most specific second instances above (in which
exclusively and only the total "Number of Letters" and the "Gematrical Values"
of those (basically identical) very first Statements are rightfully emphasized therein)
in such a perfectly Coherent/Consistent manner therein now.

*And please, again certainly note that
we have thus rightfully emphasized

the essential difference in this specific manner below
between the polar radius and the equatorial radius,
for/in that second Case, above:

06378 ()"00021" = 06357

&

06357 (+)"00021" = 06378

km

km

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,
for/in both instances, also here again.
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« Reply #19 on: Yesterday at 12:03:32 AM »

And now, we will also rightfully take into account here
exclusively and only those in exact "opposite" sense (perfectly parallel) very final Statements
in those above Verses,
in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect Manner, again,

now here thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
.................................
.................................
.................................

....And

HE is

Swift in the Reckoning!

(=13 41)
.................................
.................................
.................................

..So are they the prevailers?

(=21 44)
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

Verse Chapter

21

44

12714

12756

41

13

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

Letters G.Value

reduced

nonreduced

polar radius

equatorial radius

13

459

06357

06378

*

>

km

km

G.Value Letters

1244 10
<

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

============
And then
============

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

()

(+)

Verse Chapter

21

44

00042

00042

41

13

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

Letters G.Value

reduced

nonreduced

polar radius

equatorial radius

()

(+)

13

459

00021

00021

*

>

km

km

G.Value Letters

1244 10
<

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

_________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that
due to the Fact that we have rightfully taken into account here
(not the "whole" but instead) exclusively and only
those in exact "opposite" sense (perfectly parallel) very final Statements in those above Verses,
thereby we have rightfully taken into account
(not the "diameter" but instead) the polar radius and the equatorial radius,
for/within those related most specific second instances above (in which
exclusively and only the total "Number of Letters" and the "Gematrical Values"
of those (perfectly parallel) very final Statements are rightfully emphasized therein)
in such a perfectly Coherent/Consistent manner therein now, also here again.

*And please, again certainly note that
we have thus rightfully emphasized
the essential difference in this specific manner below
between the polar radius and the equatorial radius,
for/in that second Case, above:

06378 ()"00021" = 06357

&

06357 (+)"00021" = 06378

km

km

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,
for/in both instances, also here again.
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« Reply #20 on: Yesterday at 12:37:59 AM »

And now, we will also rightfully take into account here
each of those most Essential and important two Statements, also in their entirety now,
of/in those above Verses,
in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect Manner, again,

finally, now here thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
And do they not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from its(polar)ends.
For

ALLAH

judges,

there is none to override HIS Judgment;
And

HE is Swift in Reckoning!
(=13 41)

Indeed, We have provided
for these and their parents
till the lifespan has got longer for them.
So will they still not see that

We control the earth
"reducing it" from its(polar)ends.
So are they the prevailers?

(=21 44)
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

Verse Chapter

21

44

12714

12756

41

13

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

again
reduced

Letters G.Value

68 3477
*

>

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

G.Value Letters

12714

12756

5493 82

km

km

<

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

============
And then
============

Chapter Verse

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

()

(+)

Verse Chapter

21

44

00042

00042

41

13

*

>

km

km

<

*

or/and

again
reduced

Letters G.Value

68 3477
*

polar diameter

nonreduced

equatorial diameter

()

(+)

00042

00042

km

km

>

5493 82
<

19

=

G.Value Letters

x...

*

19

x...

=

by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=4/166170)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
that most specific polar diameter of the Earth above,
which is actually in reduced state therein (=12714 km)
and that most specific equatorial diameter of the Earth above,
which is actually in nonreduced state therein (=12756 km)
from the very beginning)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
these most Essential and exclusive two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers above (="13
in which

41"

this most specific polar diameter of the Earth above,
which is actually in reduced state therein (=12714 km)
and this most specific equatorial diameter of the Earth above,
which is actually in nonreduced state therein (=12756 km)
have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Emphasized by our LORD
from the very Beginning, therein above (="13

ALLAH,

41" = "21 44")

as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN" )!
(specifically, based upon
here:

Number "19" again,

from the very beginning,

54/49 = 41/53 = "13 41" = "21 44" = 74/2630, 31)

&

"21 44")

QURAN TESTAMENT

72/28 = 78/29

=========================
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41 Do they not see that We control "the Earth,"
"reducing it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha)
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, in this Final Age now).
For (when)
For HE is

ALLAH judges there is none to override HIS Judgment.

Most Efficient/Swift in Reckoning!

42 And those before them had schemed (against the Messengers/ MESSAGES of
and (therefore) to

ALLAH),

ALLAH belongs the ultimate Scheming (against them =40/56).

HE knows what every soul earns; so the rejecters will come to know to whom is the final Abode. (=13/1924)
43 But those who reject will say: You are not a Messenger/ MESSAGE (sent by

ALLAH).

ALLAH Suffices as a Witness between me and you;
and those who have the "19" coded "Knowledge" of the Scripture (here =74/2630, 31).
Say:

____________________________________________________________________________________

*So please, certainly see this long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,"
in this Final Age now, which has thus clearly and unmistakably been foretold
in TORAH and GOSPEL and ZABOOR and QURAN, from the very beginning,
now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id180.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id182.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id181.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
____________________________________________________________________________________

44 Indeed, We have provided for these (people) and their parents, until the lifespan
has got longer for them (=i.e. humans may live much longer than their ancestors now, in general.)
So, will they still not see that We control "the Earth"
"reducing it" (=nanqusuha) from its (polar)ends (=atrafiha)
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, in this Final Age now).
So are they the Prevailers?
45 Say: I am warning you with the Inspiration (here =43/4344).
But the deaf (still) do not hear the Call when they are being warned.
46 So, when/if a trace of the Retribution of your LORD (=a most specific reference also and especially
to this anticipated Retribution of SMOKE =44/1011 and those dreadful Heavenly

Requitals thereafter,

here in this case =44/1016 in this Final Age now) touches them (in the near Future), they will say:

"Woe to us, we have been unjust!"

QURAN TESTAMENT 13/4143 = 21/4446
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====================
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH here =17/88).

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates those minor fractions (=12713. 5 &
here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables above

12756. 2)

and It does not letstay (but excludes those minor fractions again (=12713. 5 &
here in this respect now from/on the right side of our Tables above

12756. 2)

29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables
(based upon these perfect integers, rightfully, here (=12714 &
due to/within that most Magnificent and fundamental

12756)

first Case

above:

Chapter Verse

*

>

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

km

km

Verse Chapter

<

*

or/and

again
reduced

Letters G.Value

*

>

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

km

km

G.Value Letters

<

*

and then, also due to/within these (subsequent and absolutely Complementary to the above one)
most Magnificent and essential

second & third Cases

above:
reduced

Chapter Verse

*

>

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

km

km

Verse Chapter

<

*

or/and

Letters G.Value

*

>

reduced

nonreduced

polar radius

equatorial radius

km

km

G.Value Letters

<

*

&
reduced

Chapter Verse

*

>

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

km

km

Verse Chapter

<

*

or/and

Letters G.Value

*

>

reduced

nonreduced

polar radius

equatorial radius

km

km

and then, also due to/within that most Magnificent and quintessential

G.Value Letters

<

*

final Case

above:

Chapter Verse

*

>

reduced

nonreduced

polar diameter

equatorial diameter

km

km
or/and

again

Verse Chapter

<

*

reduced

Letters G.Value

*
due to/on all of those "left sides"
30 Upon it (there shall be)
31 And
and

polar diameter

>
&

nonreduced

equatorial diameter

km

G.Value Letters

<

km

*

due to/on all of those "right sides" therein above) for all humanity.

"19"!

We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;

We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected,

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attainCertainty,
and those who have Faith (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall deeplyincrease (in) Faith,
and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and the Faithful (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall never have any doubt,
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall (still) say:
"What is it that

ALLAH has (really) meant by this "Allegory" (cited above,

within those most specific 2430th Verses above.)

ALLAH sends astray whoever wishes (to go astray) especially, due to/on the left side

Thus,

of those "19" coded Tables above now, (=29/47)
and

HE guides whoever wishes (to go guided) especially, due to/on the right side

of those "19" coded Tables above now. (=29/49)
And none know the Forces of your LORD except

HIM;

and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out
in the above 2630th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all humanity.
*****
54 Indeed, it is (also) a "Commemorative" (="TaDhkirah") above.
55 So whoever wishes will "takeCommemoration" therefrom (="Dhakarahu")
(as clearly pointed out at the very end of Verse No. 31 above.)
56 But none will "takeCommemoration" (="yaDhkuruna") except if
(when/if HE finds deep Love and Sincerity and true Inclination towards

ALLAH wills

HIM

in the hearts and minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/2728).
(For)

HE (Alone) is

especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds

due to/on the left side of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/47 = 32/1517)

The

Source

of

Salvation,

of

Forgiveness!

and especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds
due to/on the right side of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 = 32/1517)

(=QURAN

The

TESTAMENT 74/2430, 31, ..... 5456)

Source

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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